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PART 1: a,E§EARCH QUALITY AND TH§§i§ PRES§NŤATION

1" What are the methods applied in the thesis.

The subject dealt with in this th*sis is anomaly detection ishortly, AD), especially in

cyber security. The research goal of this thesis is to bring more scalability while

keeping the best accuracy attained so far, Tlre idea is to simulate the best AD

algarithn,l by a surrogate neural networl< {shortly, SNN}. The proposed algorithm

succeeded in attaining this goal experimentally in severaI artificial and real

d atasets.

7. How much the topic of thg thesís is up to date.

AD is one of most irnportant issues in industry current|y. Many algorithms have

been proposed so ťar lar AD, there is a trad*-cťť between the computational cost

and the accuracy. The dissertation submitter solved this problem by a novel

approach,5NNs, 1n addition, the fundamental algorithm is extended for online

learning and for niultiple instancc learning, wide ning the applicability.

3. Whether the goal of tl,1e thesis has begn achieved.

Yes, it has. lt was clearly a good proposal, and the effectivene§§ wa§ confirmed

quantitive|y by several *xperiments,

what is the scientific value of the results.

The irnpact is quite large and more importantly th* proposed algorithm is practical.

Many applicatians would be thankful to the proposecl algorithms,
1

comments on the thesis"

This thesis is well written, The fundambntal and cxtended algorithms are a|l vely

contributabie to rnany industrial applicati*ns, lf possib|e, it wauld be better if sonne

ideas are diseussed far gaining a better aťr,uyacy than the density-based scurce

detector,

4.
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